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Independent

Who dares to teach had
better s tart to learn

Vol. I, No. 1

Newa rk State College

Metropolitan Artists
Carnival Booths
To Be Rented,
To Present Violin-Piano
Recital,Thursday Evening Committee Decides
A violin and piano concert will
be presented by the College
Center Board on Thursday,
March 16, at 8:15 P. M. in the
Uttle Theater.
Raymond Gniewek, . violinist.
studied at the Eastman School
of Music under the late Andre
de Ribapuierre and Joseph
Knitzer. While attending c ollege
he appeared as soloist with the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra under Eric Leinsdorf, with the
Eastman - Rochester Symphony,
and with the Rochester Civic
Orchestra.
Following his graduation in
1953, with a Bachelor of Music
degree, he appeared with the
peninsula Music Festival, in Door
Country, Wisconsin, under the
leadership of Thor J ohnson, and
was featured for four summers
as the violin soloist. After thJs
position Gniewek was appointed
concertmas ter of the Rochester
Civic Orchestra, and in 1955
became the concert master of the
Eastman-Rochester Symphony.
1n 1957, at the age of 25, he
became the concertmaster of the
~letropolitan Opera Orchestra,
being the youngest person ever
to hold tliat position, which he s till
has today.
Richard Woltach, pianist, is
also a graduate of the Eastman
School of Music, and has studied
piano Wit h Orazio Frugoni, and
conducting with Paul White.
He has been the piano soJolst
with the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra. and the Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra. He has
appeared on a coast to coast

"Education is what is left
after you forget everything
you learned."
- Max Lerner

TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1961

Twins Register For
Youth Peace Corps

It has been decided to rent
professionally made booths for
the April carnival, Pat Ippolito,
co-chairman of the Carnival
Committee, announced following
the Committee meeting of March
6.
Twenty or more booths will be
rented, at a cost of $500 or $25
per booth. They will be made of
wood and striped canvas, and will
come · in two sizes, 12' by 8',
or 12' by 12'. The former will
be closed on three sides, and
open on the fourth, and the latter
will be open on all sides. Both
sizes will be closed and locked
at night, and will contain shelves
and counters.
Games also can be rented, and
have been included in the price
of the booths. They are optional.
Miss Joan Zuckerman
Miss June Zucker man
however , and the c hoice of renting will be made by the individual
Misses June and Joan Zucker- the Corps would consist of men
Raymond Gniewek
organization using the booth. If man, juniors at Newark State and women, aged :a> to 30, who
television with the Eastman Uttle the games are not rented, the College, have volunteered for have specific skills needed in the
price per booth will be less. A the Youth Peace Corps. If ac- host area. Teachers are needed
Symphony.
At present, he is the Assistant license has been applied for per- cepted, the twins would spend in many countries in the fielda
Conductor with the Metropolitan mitting organizations • to use the next yearinaforeigncountry, of English, science, vocational
Opera, with the Cincinnati games of chance wheels.
or in a depres sed area of the skills, home economlca, and cblld
Decorating of the booths will United States.
care.
Summei: Oper a, and with the
Chatham College Workshop, be permitted, but all decorations
The Youth Peace Corps,
Volunteer s will receive up co
will have to be tacked or taped formerly known as the Point
Pittsburgh.
nine months ol. training prior to
on.
Painting
of
the
booth
itself
Woit ach has toured the United
Four Youth Corps, is a program assignment, and would serve in
States, Canada, and Europe, with will not be allowed, although sponsored by President Kennedy, "the area for two years. No salary
Carroll Glenn, Zino Frances- panels may be painted and and headed by R. Sargent Shriver, will be paid, although particlpata
attached to the booths.
catti, and others.
Jr., brother - in-law of the Presi- will r eceive transportation, food
Three food booths are included dent.
The program Thursday evenand lodging, clothing, and a pocket
in
the
price
of
$500.
and
equiping will consist of: Mozart's
According to a New York allowance. Corpsmen will reAdagio in E Major, 1<261, and ment will be provided by the Times' article, the Corps alms ceive a draft deferreme nt, but
Rondo in C Major, K. 373, which company.
at, " 1. the provision of additionnot be exempt fr om fuiure
The possibility of rides has al technical manpower to govern- will
will be played by Gniewek; Scarservice.
loni ' s Sonatas in E Major, and been investigated by theCarnival mental and private agencies for
Committee, but has not yet been 'carrying out economic, mediPreliminary investigadons ea(Continued on Page 5)
decided upon, as the cost is rela- cal, educational, and community timat.e the cost of the pr ogram
tively high, Mr. Ippolito ex- development programs in under at $10,000 to $12,000 per overplained. He also said the Commit- developed f r i e n d l y for eign seas volunteer a year. lbe
tee plans to look into the cost of countries': 2. to assist in br oad- amount will vary, however, dechildren's rides which are ening the understanding by the pending on the cost of. living in
mounted on trucks.
peoples of other nations of the each country. President Kennedy
The carnival wUl be held in ideals and aspiration of Ameri- has said he hopes to send 500the parking lot, on the side near- cans, through close contact with 1000 volunt.eers overseas by the
est the Kean Library. Parking young Americans; and 3. to offer end of the year.
who will be able to vote only will be in the new parking lot our young people an opportunity
The gir ls have also applied
in the case of a tie. Douglas and in the Schering parking lot. to serve their country in a stimfor a fellowship from Teachers
Pecina, junior class representa- In case of rain the carnival ulating way, while broadening
tive, objected to thJs interpreta- wUl be postponed from the week- their understanding of the prob- College, Columbia University,
permitting them to study and
tion on the grounds that Student end of April 21-22, until the next lems facing other peoples and teach in Kenya next year.
Council officer s have enough 28 and 29, and will then be held nations, and thereby helping them
Dr. David Scanlon, a former
power in the Executive Board. rain or shine.
· better to understand American Newark State profes sor, is now
A donation to the Janet MemorThe profit from the carnival policies and purposes abr oad. "
in Kenya organizing the exchange
ial Home was the next item on will be donated toward the
Organized on a voluntary basis, program.
the agenda. Mr. Conte, President, renovation of the Kean Library.
asked the approval of the Council
Mr. Ippolito r equested that all
for such a donation. Basia Welch, organizations participating in the
moved that the Council make a carnival submit a request for
donation of $10.00 to the Home, the type of booth and game
and the motion was passed.
desired, and announced that the
Eastern States Association
distribution would be determined
An election was held to deter- on a "first come" basis.
mine the Newark State repreTomorrow marks The last day for the circulation and filing of
He also said that boosters and
sentative to the Eastern States advertisements in the carnival petitions for election of Student Organization officer s. An allAssociation Conference. Candi- program are being sold at the college Student Organization meeting w111 be held on March 22,
dates were J oseph Jacub, Angela rate of $10.00 for a full page, and at that time the candidates for the offices will be presented
De Mar ti no, and Robert $5.00 for a half page, and $2.50 to the student body. Primary elections will be on March 27, and
Zolkiewicz, with Jacub receiving tor a quarter page. Boosters the final election will be on March 29.
the majority of the votes cast. are $.SO each.
The Student Organization rules are:
Douglas Pecina, last year's
1. Nomination shall be by petition signed by twenty-five memThe next meeting of the comrepresentative to the Convention mittee chairman and representa- ber s of the Student Organization. Petitioner's signatures must also
explained the proceedings of the tives will be held on Wednesday, be affixed to the said petition. No student may sign more than
Conference, and the purpose of March 15, at 1:30 in the Meet- two petitions for each office. All petitions shall be posted by the
the Association, which is to im- ings Room.
Election Committee.
prove the services of teacher
2. The opening and closing dates for circulation and filing of
education institutions.
petitions shall be designated by the Student Council Election ComJudy Berry made a motion to
mittee.
appropriate $150. for the Confer3. The candidates for Student Organization offices shall be
ence, and the motion was carried.
presented at a meeting of the Student Organizadon.
The trimester plan was the next
4. A primary election shall be held in which the voters shall
Two mental health plays were vote for one candidate for each office. The two candidates reitem on the agenda. Mr. Conte
told the group that he wished to presented throughout Uni on ceiving the highest number of votes shall be candidates for the
approach underclassmen through County by members of the Newark final election.
their c 1as s president. The State Theater Guild. Presented at
5. 1n the final election each vot.er shall vote for one candidar.
Council decided to organize a PTA meetings, the plays were for each office. The c andidate receiving the higher number of votea
committee of students, including directed by Mrs. Zella Fry, ad- shall be declared elected.
non-Council members, as well visor to the Guild.
6. The schedule for the foregoing procedure shall begin u aoon
Dr. Ruth c. Boyle, director of as possible afte.r March 15, with the elections held in the following
as those who are members, to
investigate the feasibility of the the Child Study Center, toured order:
trimester plan. All students, ex- with the players as commentator
a. Student Organization Officers
cept seniors, will be eligible to and discussion leader.
b. Class Officers
The one-act plays reqUired
serve on this committee.
c. Student Council Members
Next on the agenda was the pur- simple props and us ed neither
The term of office for officers of the Student Organization and
chase of a box at the Metropolitan costumes nor sets. The play, members of the Student Council shall begin May 1 of the preOpera. Mr. Conte exp!ained that • 'According to Size" , was pre- ceding academic year. The term of office for class officers shall
(Con tinued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 5)
be the academic-year.

Council To Purchase
Season Box At ''Met''
The decision was made to purchase a season's box at the
Metropolitan Opera at the last
Student Council meeting which
took place on tvtarch 6.
Also considered at the Council
meeting were, a donation to the
Janet Memorial Home, the
trimester plan, a college representative to the Eastern States
As sociation Convention, the
orgaq_ization of the carnival, a
report on editor's salaries, the
unauthorized removal of books
from the library, and voting privileges of Student Council officers.
The first order of business
concerned the right of Student
Counc il officers to vote. It was
argued that the Constitution was
ambiguous on thJs point with
Articles V and VI contradic ting
each other.
Under Article V, "The affairs
of the Student Or ganization shall
be administered by a Student
Council which shall consist of the
officers of the Student Or ganization and r epresentatives of the
student body e lected for the term
of one academic year in accordance with procedures outlined in
the By-Laws."
Article VI reads that. " The
officers of the Student Organization shall be, ex-officio, the
respective officers of the Stude nt
Council. Their duties shall be
those usually assigned to s uch
officers. The Student Council may
elect, to serve at Its pleasure,
other officer s as it sees fit,
from its own membership or the
membershiP. of the Student Organization. •
After discussion and a vote,
it was decided that the Constitution would be interpreted in
such a way as to give voting
privileges to all officers, with
the exception of the President.

Tomorrow-Last Day
For Stu. Org. Petitions

Mental Health
Plays Presented

1
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Editorials
Student Organization Elections
It is again the time of the
year when the voice of the turtle
is heard throughout the land, The
red-breasted robin has begun his
annual visitation to these parts,
the ground has softened into a
mass that somewhat resembles a
jelly, and through the air one
hears the mellifluous s ounds of
those stalwart individuals who
are seeking election to the position of an officer of the Student Organization.
For these people we have much
respect, They are aware of the
dangers of the uncharted wastes
of elective officers, yet they
firmly believe that they can serve
their constituents better than
anyone who is· running against
them; yea, better than anyone
who has ever run in the past.
Mingling with the sounds of the
robin and the dove will be the
sounds of bombast that for the
next two months will be floating
merrily from every corner of the
campus, although hopefully not
all at the same time. One by
one, the prospective officers will
beguile, bewitch and bedevil the
students of the college with promises of a larger parking lot, a
less crowded snack bar, a less
cynical student newspaper, a
more efficiently run Student
Council, Cajolery and persuasion
and politeness and flattery will
be the standing orders of the day,
every day, from now until the last
election is held, with intermittent relief only when. one election
is over and the candidates.f or the
next have not yet announced themselves - even to themselves, And
the result may be that those not
actively running for office will
be running from those who are
running for. • • well, you get
the point.
No matter what his eventual
.emotional feelings are on the en- ·
tire subject of elections - and
people C!lll get pretty emotional
about these things, especially if
they're candidates for office the intelligent student, if that
isn't a redundancy, has a responsibility to himself and to the
general student body at Newark
State College, That responsibility is to set aside, as much as
possible, his emotional responses, and to vote for a candidate
on the basis of his experience,
intelligence, qualifications, and
capabilities for the office he is
seeking.
We fully re a 11 z e that this
sounds llke so much pap, that anyone re ad ing it has heard it
seveny-eleven times before and
that by now it's close to meaningless, but its truth remains.
The people chosen for president,
vice-president, secretary and
secretary and assistant treasurer must be conscientious people who can see their duties and
do them more than adequately superbly.
This is why the coming elections are so important to all the
students who bill be on campus
next year, They have the job of
choosing their major leaders and
it is no easy job that can be
lightly passed off as "just another
election". The tendency is to be-

come cynical about the whole business, but the wise voter does
not permit the deserved cynicism
to divert him from the goal he
has: electing the best possible
Student Organization officers available,
To this end we urge you to
vote intelligently in the coming
election, We ourselves intend to
comment further on the candidates when they have been announced, and we promise that
we shall scrutinize their abilities
as closely as we would have you
do,

To The Sophs
Several months ago th es e
columns were the scene of an
unprincipled slur on the character of the members of the
Sophomore class, and especially
the class's representatives to
Student Council,
That slur was made even worse
by the fact that it was uttered
as an aside to a c6mment on
the Freshman class, We casually
took the Sophomores as an example, and dismissed them as
"followers".
We would like to take this opportunity to publicly apologize
for what was an inconsiderate
misjudgement, made hastily and
without any real evaluation of the
worth of the members of the
Sophomore class.
As a matter of fact, the Sophomore class has this year exhibited more spirit and interest
in being the leaders of the school
than has any other class, Look,
for example, at Student Council.
The Sophomore class is, by
law, only permitted eight representatives on the Council. It was
no less than just that president
Conte should single out these
representatives for special mention at the last Council meeting
for their devotion to their duties
as Council members, which is
a hell of a lot more than can be
said for a large portion of the
members from the Junior and
Senior class. It is from these
latter two classes, quite frankly,
that the majority of the absentees at Council meetings come.
It will justly be argued that
mere physical presence does not
indicate mental awareness. To
judge by the reports that these
representatives give to their
class at its regular meetings
would not indicate, however, that
they are either figureheads, fops
or finks, Nor would the fact that
the Sophomores are numbered
among the most active participants in the mechanical and intellectual maneuverings of StuCo.
Then there was the willingness of the class to admit that
putting on "Good News" was an
impossibility: just one more indication of the real leadership
qualities in the Sophomores.
Newark State College may indeed look forward to the day
when the Sophomores, as Seniors,
will be the real "leaders" of
the college, equipped with the
largest representation on Council. We have no doubts at the
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moment that they will be a credit
to themselves,
No small portion of the praise
we are distributing so freely must
be reserved for the Sophomore
class presid'ent, Ellen Asselmeyer. Miss Asselmeyer has led
her class triumphantly during the
year, kicking aside the minor
s tum b Ii n g block that " Good
News" (an extremely unfortunate
name) monentarily was, Under
her direction, the Sophomores
have earned the right to be regarded as intelligent, hard-working, serious-minded individuals.
They have come from behind the
eight-ball to a position of respect, and we are glad to be
able to accord them that respect,
They put their supposed "seniors" to shame.

On Culture
The student newspaper of Rider
College commented editorially
two weeks ago on the dearth of
intellectual stimulation on their
campus,
The editorial went on further
to note that Bennett Cerf was
scheduled to speak at the college at the end of March, and
wondered if Mr, Cerf would be
intellectually exciting or merely
entertaining.
The concluding paragraphs of
the editorial finished up the point
by asking why Rider couldn't have
such interesting speakers as
Martin Luther King, Max Ler-

ner, Margaret Webster, and William O. Douglas, all of whom
were appearing at Newark State
College.
So it seems that Newark State
College, as we said a few weeks
ago, is gaining note for its cultural programs, Our Lecture
Series is known throughout the
state, and is a generally respected one.
Why is it, then, that so little
has happened this year in student r esponse to the Lecture Series 7 Why are the crowds at the
lectures s o small, in comparision
to the crowds we have had in
the two previous years 7
Perhaps the answer to this
q uestion lies in what we have
seen in more cases than the Lecture Series alone, ever since the
end of the first semester.
For some reason, and we aren't
sure exactly what that reason is,
the students of Newark State College have lost interest in the
extra-curricular activities here,
The wonderful programs put on
by the College Center Board, so
magnificently attended at the beginning of the year, now a~ract
about enough people to fill half
the Unle Theater. The campus
organizations, and this includes
the sororities and fraternities,
are experiencing s ome s ort of
let-down in the turn-out at meetings and the involvement in activities • . Culture has once again
become a dirty word, and although
the students here may not be

aware of it, it is they who are
suffering,
But their casual disregard of
the myriad opportunities for cultural and intellectual advancement that are offered them, the
students here have intimated that
perhaps Newark State College is
not really interested in producing
intelligent adults at all, If the
student body can bes aid to represent the college, and we are sure
it does, then the college is not
being very well represented, The
only reason that so much continues to be done on this campus
is that we have a few dedicated
individuals who firmly believe in
the principle of bringing people
up to a higher level, and not
c atering to the low level of interest and intelligence that is
apparent at Newark State College,
No one wants culture any more,
it seems, and this is a severe
dis appointment, for so mu c h
seemed possible in the rosy light
of last autumn.
The future of Newark State College, as a college, is up to its
students, for a college can not
be said to exist in spirit if it
is only thought of as a collection of buildings that are operated
five days a week from eightthirty until four-thirty. Acollege
means much more than hours
spent in a classroom,
In its failure to recognize this,
the student body of Newark State
College has mentally castrated
itself,

An Open letter To Our Readers

"The Names Have Been Changed... "
For what purpose does a college newspaper exist? Is it present as the handiest means of
communication for students, faculty, and administration, and only
as that? Should it be expected
to be a barometer of campus
o pi n i on on controversial o r
much-discussed problem s7
Should it exhibit the whims and
fancies of its editors, who usually
don't give a damn for what anyone else thinks 7 Or what remaining course should it take?
In short, what are its goals 7
We attempted to answer this
latter question for the Newark
State College s tudent newspaper
in its first edition in September.
We addressed ourselves then to
the question of purpose, and said
(here we quote): "Our first duty
is to inform. • • We are expected to be entertaining• •• We
are to provide a forum for public expression of opinion,"
In three sentences did we thus
express our basic philosophy, and
it will be immediately no(ed that
we answered last September the
question put at the beginning of
this editorial.
The third sentence in our philosophy, however, requires some
further explanation, Again, we
quote from that first editorial,
''Here we have an cbligation to
ourselves, too. As editors of the
paper, we have the opportunity
and the right to express our
thoughts, however contrary they
may be to the ideas you hold.
Our editorial columns are the
place for this. In them, we intend to speak out: to criticize and
to praise whenever we feel it
is called for, No one restricts
-out field of criticism; no authority attempts to censor us. If
such were to happen, the editors
would feel it their responsibility
to themselves to resist it by
whatever means possible. In our
attempt to present all the relevant
news and to comment on it we
are restricted by no laws save
those on obscenity and libel.
"At the same time, we are
bound to offer you a market place
where you can sell your ideas.
You can most effectively do this
through a signed letter to the letter, We are always happy to receive a letter, even a condemnatory one, for it means that
we are being read, lf you don't
like what we say, feel free to
tell us to take two running jumps
into hell; if you put these sentiments into a letter, we are just
radical enough to probably print
it. H

Having said this much at the
beginning of the year, and having said almost every issue since

then, ''Nor is anything printed
in this newspaper, unless directly
signed as such, to be taken as
official policy or opinion", we
were quite unprepared for the reactions to our editorial on student
teaching.
From numerous sources come
the criticism that we were not
mirroring student opinion, and
for this we were roundly condemned. The REFLECTOR, it
seems, was not doing its job.
It had failed to be a reflector.
Perhaps we should have taken
the reaction as a compliment,
implying as it did that the REFLECTOR' s temperature went up
and down as the student body's
did, Which means, of course,
that the REFLECTOR knows by
instinct what "general opinion"
is, and s tatistics have no use
on the campus of Newark State
College. After all, we have the
REFLECTOR! Math department,
take notice.
At any rate, the compliment
was not taken as such, It seemed
rather an insult, albeit unintentioned. And the editors of the
newspaper, in solemn conclave,
found themselves discussing what
it was that made ever yone suspect them of super-human intelligence, aided and abetted by
a sixth- sense, In spite of what
we had done to notify all and
sundry that our editorials were
no more than the opinion of our
editors, reacting to student attitudes and· opinions and actions,
we were still considered more
rep res en t a t iv e than Student
Council. What c aused this misunder standing ?
Ne v e r has this news paper
claimed that it was the voice
of the student body. Student Council is the place for this. There's
where s tudent opinion is supposed to come from, and we are
very happy to leave this burdensome task to the Council. The
only way in which we can repres ent student opinion is in our
"Letters" column. This is open
t o anyone, as we said last September '27, But letters have
generally been rare, and we don't
claim to be omniscient,
Yet our actions were misunderstood, Why?
The answer seemed obvious,
from the very beginning, We called ourselves the REFLECTOR;
what could anyone think but that
we would reflect? We had one
course to take,
Change the name of the newspaper,
Thus it is that this week's
newspaper is not called the REFLECTOR. Having considered
the matter for along time, and

having come to the conclusion
that REFLECTOR is amis-leading name for the news paper on
this campus, the editors met and
changed the name,
For the rest of this academic
year, the newspaper shall be
known as the INDEPENDENT,
This doesn 't mean that we're
changing our goals any. We srill
intend to be a newspaper by and
for the students of Newark State
College. Our news stories will
be as fair as we can write them;
our letters will be the product
of the ingenious minds of our
readers, But we maintain that
as editors we have a right to
speak out whenever and however
we feel like it, so long as we
do it in the editorial columns.
They will be our opinion, and we
make no pretense to always reflecting student opinion.
This is not to say that we
must be in opposition to student
attitudes. But having had no Ecumenical Council, we will lay no
claims to infallibility, We put
our opinions in the eidtorial columns, and if we incidentally reflect the opinions of a majority
of our student body, all to the
good. We don't believe that just
because most people approve of
something it is perforce satisfactory, and we don't intend to
adopt that belief just to please
the students or faculty or administration or all three of Newark
State College,
Yes, we are independent. We
intend remaining so, When we can
no longer say that we are independent, we will change the
name ag ain, But on that day we
will also s top being the editors.
We invite your reactions,

Duke Provides Chair
In Russian Affairs
Duke University recently ann o un c e d
plans
for
the
establishment of a distinguished
professorship in Russian Af fairs, made possible through a
substantial unrestricted gift from
Miss Doris Duke, daughter of
the founder of the University.
President Daryl Hart said,
"The problems involved in
Americ an relationships with
Soviet Russia in the critical years
ahead place a particular responsibility on universities such as
Duke, These obligations are
recognized in the utilization of
the generous gift from Miss Duke
to establish the distinguished
professorship. It is hoped that
other benefactors will make possible the creation of additional
professorships in international
affairs,"
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letters
SURVEY TAKEN BY MR. ROTI-1 · personal experiences during
their Practicum period,
One response from Class Il
to the third question delighted
To the Editor:
me, The student wrote as follows: " Poor teaching techniques
As my contribution to the current discussion of the value of of ins tructor s and discussing
the Junior Practicum I would them with fellow students." This
was the firs t entry on his list
like to s hare with you the r esults of an infor mal s urvey I of those college experiences
conducted in three of my classes which he (or she) felt contributed
(having a total of 73 students ), most to his (her) professional
Since the students in thes e class- preparation, It recalls to- my
es had just r eturned either from mind Einstein's classic statement on education: "The only
their Junior Pract icum or Senior
Student Te aching experience, I r ational way of education is to
asked them to r espond in writ- be an example -- of what to avoid.
ing anonymously, to thefollowing if one can 't be the other port, ''
questions about Junior Practi- Per haps all of us could benefit from taking this to heart,
cum:
1, What are your feelings about
Robert Howard Roth
your Junior Practicum experience? Do you feel that you benefited from this experience? Was
SPEAKING OF HANDLBS
it worthwhile to s pend this period
of time away from the college To the Editor:
classrooms?
Mr, Fink has finally given a
2, Do you think the Junior
Practicum experience ought to be " poor br owbeaten" MINORITY '
a rallying point, and opened a
retained as part of the college
breech that never really existed.
program?
3, What college experiences do
Teamwork is the goal of any
you feel have contributed most,
society. We s econdary majors
so far, in your preparation for
c ould not hope to teach our suba career in teaching,
ject matter to s tudents if we
Class I consisted of 20 stu- . could not have them firs t pr imed
dents, with 2 General Elementary by a capable staff of elementary
majors and 18 Early Childhood school teacher s .
majors; Class II consisted of
What would be the goal of any
34 students, with 30 General Eleelementary school teacher if it
mentary majors, 2 Industrial wouldn't be to help a child atArts majors and 2 Early Child- tain a level where he could get
hood major s ; Class III consisted the most out of his specialized
of 19 students, with 16 Secondary secondary teacher.
From his ''superior" letter I
Social Science majors; 1 Secondary Mathematics major, 1 Gen- get the notion that he feels everyeral Elementary major, and 1 one should be given an educ ation Special Education major, The remuch the same as the philosopher
plies are summarized in the fol~ - Great!
lowing three tables (where all
I d like to see a world in which
numbers refer to the number of everyone is a jack-of-all-trades
persons making a particular reand master of none,
sponse),
U it wasn't for the G.E.'s you
(1). Was the Junior Practicum
wouldn't know what the handle
a Worthwhile Experience?
was for and if it wasn't for the
specialists you wouldn't have a
Yes: Class I, 20; Class II.
30; Class lll, 16,
handle to flush.
Aloha!
·
No: Class I, 0; Class II, 3;
Class III, 3.
Respectfully s ubmitted.
Mixed Reaction: Class I, 0;
R, K. Meisenbacher
Class 11, I; Class llI, 0,
Total: Yes, 66; Total No: 6;
MR. FINK'S POINT
Total Mixed Reactions: 1,
(2), Should the Junior PracTo the Editor:
ticum be Retained?
Yes: Class I, 20; Class II,
I think Rychard Fink has made
29; Class III, 14,
a
point,
There are indeed many
No: • Class I, 0; Class II, 3;
things wrong with American edClass III, 5,
ucation beyond the elementary
Mixed Reactions : Class I, 0;
school. Having plowed through the
Class II, ; Class llI, 0,
letter be wrote to the REFLECTotal Yes: 63, Total No: 8,
TOR, l have come to the conTotal Mixed Reactions : 2,
clusion that he is one of them.
(3). What College Experiences
Still, 1 am comforted by the
Have Contributed Most to Your
fact
that Mr, Fink has been
Preparation as a Teacher? (Only
at Newark State College for the
first choices are t abulated)
past few years, not in the secPracticum: Class I, 11; Class
ondary schools . Judging by his
II, 2; Class III, 4;
letter , as a matter of fact, his
"Li b eral Arts" Cour ses :
acquaintance with any secondary
Class I, 2; Class II, l; Class
s chool has been close to nil.
III, 5,
Psychology Courses : Class I,
Not so cor dially your s,
I; Class Il, 10; Class III, 1,
Peter Barr ett
"Methods " Courses: Class I,
2; Class II, 19; Class III, 1,
SPRING AGAIN
Contact with Faculty: Class I,
l; Class II, l; Class III, 3,
To the Editor:
Other s: Cl.ass I, 3; Class II,
I; Class III, 5,
Spring is here, warbling, etc.,
Totals : Practicum 17, " Liber and it seems that some ' 'sour
al Arts " Courses 8; Psychology
notes" on c ampus are distur bing
12; " Methods" Courses 22; Cont ract with F aculty 5; and Others.
the smug complacency of some of
9,
our reactionary associates who
These results , s ketchy as they
s eek to turn their backs on the
"needs " of our complex, indusare, indicate to me that feelings
trial society. One of these needs
pro the Practicum are more preis specialization men who ' 'sit
valent than the blatent REF LECaround in circles and pass the
TOR editorial would lead a reader
word around about how damn
to believe, at le ast as far as
s mart they are, " Let's face remy classes are concerned,
ality, some of these specialists
Other responses can be gle aned
ARE pretty damn smart.
from the m aterial I colle cted:
We realize that general educa(a) Sever al of those who felt
negatively about the Practicum
tion is necessary but we would
believed that they had not been
like those involved in this field
to r ecognize also the need for
well- enough pr epared for the experience,
specialists, Those who scorn
(b) Several s tudents objected
specialists s eem to disregard the
f act that their way of life depends
t o the fact that some of their
on the specialist, We are no
"Methods" courses come after
longer living in the simple,
the Practicum,
(c) Some s tudents felt that coagrarian economy of 1780, Having recogni,:ed the need for specoperating teachers ought to be
more car efully chosen by thos e
ialists we must equip thetn with
arr anging the Practicum experthe knowledge their profession
ience,
r equires ,
T hose who are attacking specIn general, those who wrote
ialists are attacking themselves.
most vehemently c o n t r a the
Students in the General ElemenPracticum we re those who intary and Early Childhood CIJ.rdicaced that they had unpleas~t

ricula are specialized. They are
being trained for a specific sector of our educational s ystem,
Respectfully submitted,
Basia Welch
SCHOOL SPIRIT
To the Editor:
This college has a great student body. The cooper ation is the
great~st of all time. Congratulations must go to all the chairmen and representatives of the
various committees concerned
with the carnival, Attendance at
meetings has had Seating Room
Only, The hundreds of responses
have been heartwarming, enough
to cause heartburn, And, oh, all
the wonder ful people who sign up
for committees and do their jobs
while bowling, sitting in the snack
bar, supporting other J chools'
functions and making money.
Now, I ask you, can you find
any cooperation better than this ?
When it's Carnival time, the
names of all the people who
really did work will be in c apital letters , All the phonies will
be there too, under an appropriate c aption,
SECRET ARIAL COMMITTEE
OF CARNIVAL, 1961
AN URGENT PLEA

"Cold War Veterans"
P.O. Box 246
Logan, Utah
To the Editor :
This is an urgent r equest to
you as editor of the paper at
y.our s chool, from twenty-five
veterans attending Utah State
University,
We are requesting that you put
an article in your s chool paper
immediately, concerning and of
interest to thos e students on your
c ampus who are veter ans andnot
receiving the benefit from the
G.I. Bill, Thses students are called " Cold War Veterans".
Senator Yarbor ough (D., Tex,)
is presently introducing before
congr ess, a new G.I. Bill for
those who do not have this benefit and have been in the armed
ser vices since 1955, We at Utah
State University have sent a written and signed petition to senator
Yarborough announcing our support and actiori we have taken,
First, we have individually written to our Repr esentatives and
Senators asking their support of
this Bill. Second, we have signed 1a petition and have encouraged
others who ar e in favor of this
Bill to do the same, Finally,
we ar e attempting through this
letter to reach " Cold War Veter ans " (those that don't have the
GJ . Bill) at your university to
gain their support for this Bill,
We urge the veter ans of your
school to take the same action
that we have taken so that this
Bill will be· passed,
Action mus t be taken immediately as the Senate Sub Committee Hearings wer e begun the
28th of February, 1961. Addre~
all correspondence, petitions and
support to:
Senator Ra 1p h Yarborough,
Chairman of Senate Veterans
Affairs Subcommittee, Washington 25, D.C.
We wish to thank you for your
cooperation in this important
matter, U we can assist you in
any way let us know,
Sincerely yours,
L.A. McCoy, Chairman
" Cold War Veterans "
To the Editor:
May I take it upon myself
to defend the secondary program
at Newark State ?
Yes, we are specialists, but
specialists in more than information, more than methods. As
a secondary history major, I am
concerned with a great deal more
than the chronological series of
events that have brought us to
this point. History encompasses
more aspects of human endeavor
than can ever be touched upon
by all the courses offered in the
general elementary curriculum
at Newark State,
The secondary school is not the
only ''victim'' of specialization.
Specialization begins in the gen-

Profs' Grading And Classes
Irle Stevens' Stutemen
Sophomore students at Stevens
Institute of Technology in Hoboken have begun pr otesting.
through the use of student-initiated petitions, the teaching methods of some of the instructors
at the Inst itute. The two professors being challenged are Mr.
Sven Bjorklund of the Physics
Depart ment and Mr. Ainsley Diamond of the Mathematics Department,
According t o t he STUTE,
campus newspaper for Stevens ,
two petitions are being circulated through the sophomore
class listing grievances aimed at
too much work per credit hour
in Physics lab and not enough
important work per class hour
in Math,
The Petitions have been delivered to the office of the STIJTE
in Hoboken and have s ince been
turned over to the administra.:
tion of the college,
In addition to the activity on
the part of the Sophomores, members of the freshman class are
protesting the " extremely pass- •
ive gr ading methods" of Professor Bjorklund, The STUTE
r eports that • 'it is s aid that Prof,
Bjorklund clean forgot about
grades obtained after mid-te r ms,
including the final exam. It is
known fact that he has given a
passing grade to a student who
was removed on an honor board
violation befor e January exams. "
The petition about Professor
Diamond followed threats be had
made to areporterfortheSTIJTE
and a lecture on the subject delivered before one of his classes
in mathematics.
Approximately 160 signatures
protest the write-ups in Mr.
Bjorklund's one- credit Physics
course, and an entire section of
students taking Mathematics under Mr. Diamond has requested
that the curricula and methods
he uses be investigated,
Major criticism of Prof. Diamond rises from his conception
of the ter m ' 'subject matter"
which s eems to include "Alice
in Wonderland" and repeated interruptions in other classes to
make corrections to cor rections
of math notes , says the STUTE.
In an edit orial in its issue of
February 25, the STUTE commented:
".
we must express our
sympathy for St utemen who:
1,) watch valuable class time
tick away while being lectured on
the Mad Hatter , spelling, pronunciation, gr ammar, and other
n o n- mathematical s ub j e c ts,
while at the s ame time being r egaled with a teacher's descriptions of how brilliant, experienced. well-rounded, etc,, he is;
2,) s till bleary-eyed fr om
grinding for finals, find that their
efforts were all for naught, and
that their te achers had not, in
fact, marked any work beyond
their third quiz;
3,) st ruggle through mountains
of data and write numberless
pages of r eports , all for a onecredit cour s e.
" We are well aware of the
'double standard' which 'exists
here, as well as at other colleges and universities, On the one
hand, we have Teachers, who devote their time and energies to
the education of college students,
and are conscientious in pr eparation of material and marking of
papers; on the other hand, there
are the so-called 'Hot Men' who
are put on faculties becaus e of
their reputation among professionals in the field, and the
idea th!lt for this re ason, they
will enhance the reputation of the
school.
•• • • • We submit that a diseral elementary school. Why
do we have such designated
teachers? Because they have the
ability, the t alent, and the interest
to teach their subject,
The secondary level is tougher
because it is more detailed
in its subject matter and eccompasses a greater area of
learning, If there is no integration if the varied courses in the
secondary school, it can easily
be dealt with by finding . a

Continued on Paf{e 6

gruntled student, spreading the
work about his experience with
such a teacher, hurts the Stevens name with people who really
count - potential Stutemen."
In commenting further on the
petitioning, the SronJE noted
that it "sees the rightness ·of
the students' grievances, lUld
strongly exhorts the Administration not to. regard them lightly. "
TEXT OF PETITICNS
The text of the petition calling
for a re-evaluation of Professo r Bjorklund's course is as
follows:
"We the undersigned are of
the opinion that an unjust condition now exists regarding the
amount of work necessary to receive a given grade in sophomore physics lab, It is usually
necessary to do outside work to
an amount which is completely
out of proportion to the credit
received for the course. Since
we r eceive only (1) credit for
this course, it is our opinion
that:
' 'l - The work would be condensed by:
a. making the preliminary
questions more direct so it is
not necessary to devote 1/ 3 of
the lab time for their completion.
b, have the course pertain
more to physics than to long
and menial math, "Dog Work"
c. allot some lab periods for
t~e completion of the write-ups
or,
"2, Give more credit (i.e.
make it a two-credit minor as
chem lab) so that the amount
of credit received will be more
in pror,irtion to the work involved, ' (158 signatures)
The petition concerning Professor Diamond's math course
reads:
•'After seven meetings of the
mathematics course, Ma - 26,
five sessions conducted by Professor Diamond. during which
virtually no material within the
scope of the course bas been
taught, we the students of section 4f respectfully request that
this situation be investigated and
rectified as soon as possible,"
The STUTE commented in a
news article on the petitions
that "what effect these petitions
will have can only be hoped for
by their signers, Present action.
however, is being taken by Khoda
(Stevens' Student Council), which
has appointed P.B. Schoonmaker
(editor of the STUTE) as investigator into these matters."
Seniors with a cumulative
grade-point average of 3,85 or
better graduate summa cum
laude; those with an average of
3,65 or better graduate magna
cum laude. An average of 3,45
brings a rating of cum laude,
N o t ic e to all students:
Lecture Series Coordinator Anth o n y Conte has
i s s u e d a notice to a 11
students who bought Lecture Series ti c kets on
credit t h at these tickets
are · to be paid for as
soon as possible. These
tickets were given. said
Conte, on the understanding that the five dollar
c o s t of e a c h of them
w o uld be paid by the
time of the first lecture,
As o f Mar ch 10, there
are s ti 11 several people
who have not paid for•
their tickets,

To those stu d ents
involved in the unfinished
discussion in the Snack Bar
r e: J. D, Salinger (paperback " Nine Stories") and
Franz Kafka (' 'Metamorphosis") and a n y other
s tudents wanting to discuss
s uc h themes in Modern
Literature please meet in
the College Center Lounge
on Tuesday, March 21,
at 3:30.
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Far From Home

Spring Semester
by V, I<ashuda

by Stuart Oderman

Thursday: and he came home
in the afternoon and himself a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich
while the hi-fi was blaring away
in the bedroom. He sat quietly
and munched away in his black
chinos and red shirt. As thefinal
peanut rolled down his throat
the telephone rang, He got up
and picked up the receiver which
was next to the kitchen-table
and spoke into the receiver.
"Hello", he said,
"Ralph", the other voice asked
"Yeah"
•'What are you doing this Saturday night? I know it's kinda' late,
but I thought I'd ask you.
"Nothing really, I thought I'd
bum around in the village,"
"Look Ellen's cousin is here"
(he paused for moment), Would
you mind taking her out?"
"ls she nice?"
"She's Southern."
"The Erskine Caldwell type" ?
• 'Well, if she were, I don't
know of any hay lofts in the
Bronx",
"I don't know if I want to go
out with her."
"Money?"
"No, I just don't like blind
dates. There's something about
them. I know I'll never see her
again; but 1 find that they're
nice or they're not nice,"
"I don't know how this one is,
I met her yesterday.. She's a
red-head and she was wearing
tight toreodo pants. She came to
visit Ellen for the weekend,"
"Did you get a chance to talk to
her?"
"Between drawls, she said a
few words,"
"Does she date much back
home?"
• 'Well Ellen told me that she
, goes to quite a few fraternity
parties. She's pretty popular,
she said,"
"I know the type. Sexy, but
unattainable," (he added a few
words). ''All words, no action,"
"Well, · look you'll never see
her again and there's no harm
in calling her".
"What could I tell her?"
"Tell her you would like to
go out for her,"
"Suppose shedoesn'twantto?"
' 'l doubt that. Someone told me
that Southern girls are overwhelmed by Northern boys."
"l am pretty sophisticated
when 1 come to think about, I
memorized a lot of German
poems in German to impress
an English teacher who thought
I was a waste."
"She likes the ballet."
"Does she have nice legs?"
''What difference does it
make?"
''Well. 1 don't want to waste
my time". Suppose someone sees
me with her and she ls knockkneed, I'll never live it down."
''Look, if you're particular
about the girl I'll get someone
else to take out Denise."
"Her name is Denise?"
"Yeah, pretty nice."
"If she's a French one I'll
call her, Does she blow cigarette smoke out of the side of
her mouth ?"
"Yes, and she whistles Music
Appreciation Course songs. The
type that impress people of all
ages."
"We could take them out for
Southern fried chicken. It's the
least we could do to show ther's
no Northern animosity."
"How do you "know" ?
''I read GONE WITH THE
WIND, stupid,"
And with that he hung up the
phone whistling Dixie as he headed for the bathroom.
Of the seven major curricula
graduating students this year, no
cur riculum requires less than
twenty-six credits of education
courses, and some require as
many as forty credits. In
addition, each cur riculum
requires four credits of health
education.

From Me To Hugh
Did you know that the rain
in Spain ls not always on the
plain? Why is there such a
longer period of sunlight in
the North Pole?
E,M,P,

The purpose of this course ls:
••• intensive training in the techniques
Of reading and interpreting
poetry, drama, and,·
In addl tion to •••••
A spider is spinning a web, a web,
A spider ls spinning a web.
The minimum requirements of
the course
Will be: The writing of twelve
themes or
Equivalent exercises ••••
Will it be Mantle or Marls who
leads the team?
Mantle or Maris, That ls the
question,

To A Certain
Student Teacher
by Phyllis Broadwell
(Eight Grade)
I know a lady
As nice as can be
She '11 be a good teacher
Of History,
Her face ls sweet,
Her personality, too,
The thought of her leaving
Makes all of us blue,

Max Lerner

Each student. as part of the work
in the
Analysis of poetry, will be required to master
•••• that little fly 'go in and out
the window,
Go in and out the window,' as
you have done before,
Perrine's SOUND AND SENSE
(or similar material
Assigned by the instructor),
•••• make a lot more sense to
write about the
CASE OF THE MIRACULOUS
BEER BCYITLES which never
Would empty, says 1. "I'm with
you," says he.
And they lived happily ever after,
Should there be any individuals
who show the need
For extra work in composition
or rhetoric, •• •
The bees will soon be making
honey, making honey,
I wonder who's making honey
now?
Certain it ls she's on the make....
The final examination will test
the student's ability
•••• and his ability to express
himself••••
She loves me, she loves not.
She loves me, • , •
''For we are learning, all of us,
all the time."
Sticks and stones•••• "Sir, you
didn't call my name,"
V. Kashuda

The Nancy Thompson Ubrary
was dedicated in October, 1959,
in honor of former bead librarian of the college.

:r VE f!L,EN

Max Lerner, who was the third
speaker at the Townsend Lecture
Series is seen pictured here as
he answered informal questions
asked by the students, The picture was taken by our roving
reporter, who caught Mr, Lerner
in the spirit of humor,

Hear,Hear
Summer Jobs
For Students
Frosh and Sophomores,
Group
Experience
a nd
Camping,
Contact Miss Smith, Mr.
Marder, Dr. Mccreery
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by Basia Welch
The House Committee on Un- contempt and be sentenced to
American activities Is well- jail, Please note: all outside
named -- it is a committee of our legal courtsystem and with
un-American activities and dif- none of the constirutional guarfusion of subversive propaganda antees for protection. In the
which attacks the principal of the Wilkinson case there was serform of government as guaran- ious doubt In the minds of four
teed by our Constirution, For this of the supreme court justices
"protection" we are paying a that the gentleman in question was
costly price - the overthrow of called before the committee to
the legal foundations of our gov- testify about Red activities. They
ernment and the usurption of our fe lt he might have been harassed
constitutional rights. This august because he had been agitating
committee has degenerated into for the dissolution of this coman inquisition whose procedures mittee. ls it " un-Amerlcan" to
can be best compared to that of criticize elements of our govthe Salem witch trials. This com- ernment? 1 believe that the house
mittee may have been some help committee for un-American actin ferreting out the extent of ivities Is abusing its priveleges
communist activity with in our and subverting the constirution
country, however, I imagine the and the foundations of our demoF .B.I, is doing the job more ac- cratic system of government.
curately and thoroughly than our Definite steps must be taken to
vocal politicians.
place limitation on the scope of
Our founding fathers, wise men the activity of this committee
were they, set up three branches before we find ourselves in the
of government, executive, legis- position of those under totalitarlative, and judicial, T~e job of ian governments - punished for
the legislature, as we know, was daring to criticize our governto make the laws, the job of the ment, We won't have to wait
courts to enforce the laws. It until "1984 ".
was decided to appoint the supreme court judges for life terms
so that they would be free from
political pressures and fear of
losing their seats in attempting
Cryptogram No, l
to render impartial decisions.
Politicians, as we know, have to
SLXY XY SL Z UZTE
keep the home troops happy and
WP REWS Z YS.
it was feared they might be, shall
we say, judicial? The fears of our
founding fathers have been justiCryptogram No. 2
fied.
Any interested, responsible
XPR
RD P
LAX
American citizen can not help
LP Z QRAW .l E
but be alarmed over the recent
BAFRQCP.
supreme court decision upholding
-IAIYLQCK
the investigation and punitive
powers of the House of Un-American activities. Here we have a
body set up outside our legal
court system who can supeona
Cryptogram No, 3
you to appear before .them at
some far-away place, and force
BGIGY HKLF GZYBVB
you to retell gossip concerning
-FIVNZAY
your friends, and relatives and
other private matters, For all
practical-purposes you are guilty
until proven Innocent and you have
no means of protecting yourself.
Cryptogram No. 4
There is a social stigma atCH
OKFE - A IF BK J
tached to appearing before this
committee, Should you refuse to
answer any questions put forth
to you, you can be cited for
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COUNCIL TO PURCHASE
(Continued from Page l)
such a box could be purchased for
approximately $500.00 for the
entire season. Each box accomodates eight persons per performance, and th e re are twelve
operatic performances each
season. Under this plan, nintysix students could attend an opera,
and would pay the Council $5,00
per ticket, to cover the cost of
the box.
Basia Welch moved that the
Council appropriate the $500,
necessary for this, and the motion
was passed.
Carnival
Jayne Brown, co-chairman of
the Carnival Committee next
made a report on the proceedings
of that committee, She explained
that professionally made booths
could be rented which would be
made of wood and canvas, and
could close and lock in the evening, Under such an agreement,
the rental of twenty booths would
cost $500. The booths, which
would have striped canvas tops,
could be decorated by the
students, Miss Brown said that
games could be rented, also, but
would not have to be even if the
booths were,
The Council decided, that in
as much, as it had not been
decided upon whether or not to
rent the booths and the games,
no action could be ta.k en at that
time.
The Salary Committee then
reported to the Council tha.t it
had been unable to complete its
survey on editors' .salaries due
to a lack of response on the
questlonaires sent to other colleges.
Library Committee
Maureen Drury and Janice Picarell, members of the Library
Committee, asked Council to present to the administration the
suggestion that any student who
removes books from the llbrary,
without proper• authorization,
should be placed on probation,
They explained that the Library
would like complete cooperation
from the students In both removal
of books and noise making In the
Library, They said the librarians
do not Intend to be members of
a police force, but are trying to
keep the Library a fl t place for
studying.
Instead of probation, the
placi!)g of a fine upon students
found removing books In such a
fashion, was suggested, The
question was raised as to what
would happen if a student • 'absent
mindedly' ' started to leave the
Library with a book or periodical,
It was explained that the person's
library card would be taken, and
an appointment would be made
with Dr. Rendell to discuss the
situation, lf It were found that
this indeed had been the case,
the student would not be taken
before the administration.
After discussion, Basia Welch
moved, and it was carried, that
the Student Council request the
administration to extend Its
policy on probation to cover unauthorized book removal.
Student Council vacancies was
the only it.em under New Business, Robert Smlthauser, senior
representative, resigned from
the Council, effective March 6.
It was pointed out that under the
Student Council Constitution.
such replacements must be made
by the Council President, Action
on this was postponed to the
next meeting, at which time it
would be placed first on the
agenda.
The meeting was adjourned at
6:20 P,M.
METROPOLITAN ARTIST
(Continued from Page l)
A Major, and Bach's Prelude and
Fugue in E Major, performed
by Woitach.
Serge Prokofieff's Sonata in F
minor, opus 80; Andante assai;
Allegro brusco; Andante; and Allegrlssimo will also be played
by Gniewek.
Following an intermission,
Woitach will perform Baracrolle,
opus 60, by Chopin; Six Uttle
Piano Pieces, opus 19, by Arnold
Schonberg, and Two Piano Pieces
by Byron McCullen. Gniewek will
conclude the performance wi th
Ravel's Piece en forme de
Habanera and Tzrgane.

Summer Jobs
In Europe
In a small office in Frankfurt,
Germany, stands a file listing
3,000 jobs open to American college students who want to wor k
in Europe this summer. The file
belongs to two young men from
the U,S,, Ramsey Harris and
James Lau!, who met four years
ago. The idea they hit upon, combination summer-employment
and travel bureau, is the A,S,I,S,
or the American Student Information Service.
For those who are accepted by
the A,S, I,S. program spend between $345 to $795, This depends
mainly on whether an abbreviated
or extensive tour is planned, The
shortest tourconsist of two days
and the longest ls fifty-three.
This includes a round-trip flight
from New York to Europe, the
Introductory tone with hot.el accomodations and meals (except
lunches), travel by chart.er bus,
and health and accident insurance,
In order to join the A.S, I,S
an application form is necessary
consisting of (major, work experiences, hobbies, foreign
language) with a payment of twenty-four dollars for the membership fee. lf the application
is accepted A.S,l,S, guarantees
a job and the country. Students
with speaking knowledge of
French or German qualify for the
widest variety of jobs: Camp
·counseling, child-care, or resort
and hotel assignments, Students
with little knowledge of a language
are usually placed on farms,
hospitals, or international student work camps.
For more infor mation about
A.S. I,S. - the various tour plans,
the jobs and how to qualify for
them - wr ite to American Student
Information Service, e,v., Jahnstrasse 56-a, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
The following are some advertisements for jobs in Europe
through the courtesy of • 'Mademoiselle College and Career
Information,"
" Camp counseling in France ''Mlle Yvonne Barille of the F r ench
Embassy's Cultural Division (972
Fifth Avenue, New York 21) is
accepting applications until May
31, Age: 18-30, Requir ement:
speak French well, Salary: room,
board, and pocket money,
"Se 111 n g newspapers in
Europe" - The New York "Herald Tribune" - European Edition
- hires American college girls
to hawk its newspapers in major
cities on the continent. $2,60
per day plus a commission of four
cents per copy sold is the pay.

HUAC Film
Causes Campus
Controversy
(UPS) "Operation Abolition -the widely syndicated House UnAmerican Activities Committee
film which claims that the
students have been ''duped" by
Communists -- continues to be
highly controversial on the college campus,
The latest school to react Is
the University of Wisconsin,
which saw the film several
months ago. The University's
Young Democrats have launched
a state-aide drive among YD
groups to condemn both the film
and the Committee.
Fifty members of Wisconsin's
Young Republican Club disagreed
with their Democratic counterparts and approved by acclimation, a resolution supporting the
Committee, The Republicans
pointed out three areas in which
the Committee had made contributions ''pertinent to legislation,"
The University of Washington's
Board of Control voted 10-7-1 to
condemn the anonymously-produced film as being a distortion
of the facts, Students at Moravian
College censured the film last
week after viewing it on campus
for the first time,

Extra Pay
For Teachers
School boards are more willing to pay a teacher extra money
for coaching athletics - especially boys' athletics - than for
any of the other extra tasks
around a school. There are over
14,000 such extra jobs to be done
in New Jersey schools, but nearly
half of them are carried by teachers without extra pay. Even when
it ls given, the extra pay for such
assignments averages less than
$25 a month.
These are the findings in a
detailed study of such extra work
just completed by the Research
Division of the New Jersey Education Association. It has been
published as "Extra Pay for
Extra Services in New Jersey
School Districts, 1960-1961."
The study was made by Mrs,
Elizabeth W, Haven, associate
research director.
The report found 14,431 extra
duty assignments in New Jersey
schoo,ls; this ls just about one
for every three teachers employed. Of these extra tasks,
the big majority - nearly 9,000 are non- athletic, covering a wide
variety of activities from leading
the band, coaching school plays
and aiding student editors, to
supervising the lunchroom and
acting as treasurer of s chool
accounts.
Athletic activities numbered
almost 5,500 - four-fifths of
them for the boys and only onefifth for the girls, Of the boys'
athletic activities, 90 percent
rated extra pay; in girls' athletics, only three-quarters wer e
compensated - and on· a much
lower scale,
Four sports - football, basketball, baseball and track - accounted for the bulk of the athletic
assignments with boys. Among
the teachers who work with girls'
athletics, general coaches are
more likely to be paid, but there
is noticeable enthusiasm for
teachers who can coach cheerleaders and twirlers and field
hockey,
While there were more extra
assignments among non-athletic
jobs than in athletics, relatively
few of them rated extra pay,
and the typical pay for them was
just under $200 a year. Highest
pay for such work went to teachers with summer or evening
asslgnments,.such as supervising
adult education or summer music
programs.
';{'he smaller the district, the
greater the likelihood that its
teachers w111 have to take care
of the extra jobs without extra
pay. Districts with high schools
accept the principle of extra
pay as a wa, of getting things
done; only he,.f the districts with
elementary schools offer extra
compensation.
• 'We made a similar s wdy
three years ago, •' Mrs. Haven
states, "and the most significant
change is in the greater number
of
non-athletic assignments;
these seem to be growing by
leaps and bounds. Among the
interesting developments are
after-school, summer or Saturday classes in such subjects
as typing which may not be included in the regular school day,
and in special classes for gifted
pupils."
Mrs. Haven identified the
"extra work" covered by the
survey as specific assignments
of non-teaching activities which
involved considerable time beyond the regular school day or
normal "work-week" or in addition to the hours a teacher is
normally expected to devote to
extra-curricular work as "part
of the job." She includes in her
report the arguments used by educators for and against the practice of paying for .such work,
as compared with paying adequate
professional salaries for carefully-planned staff assignments,
Reminder:
' ' Metropolis'' will be
shown at 3:30 this afternoon
in the Uttle Theater. The
film is being presented by
the Fine Arts Film Club.
Oderman at the piano.

"Elijah,, Rehearsal Brazilian

~::!~:
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jah" will be perfor med at Newark
State College, Union, on May 16
and the College ls looking to the
community to swell its Festival
Chorus.
The first of nine rehearsals
will be conducted Tuesday, Mar ch
14, at 7:30 P.M. in the Little
Theatre of the College Center,
Residents of surrounding communities interested in singing
the Oratorio are invited to attend,
Jack E, Piatt, chairman of the
College's Music Department and
director of the Oratorio, hopes
for a response as enthusiastic as
the one which greeted his invitation to participate in last December's performance of Handel's
"Messiah". Almost one-third of
the 180 voices singing the
''Messiah" were volunteers from
the community, Professor Platt
reports,
Participants are asked to supply their own books. The college
w111 have a supply on hand for
sale at the first rehearsal, A
rehearsal schedule will be available at the first rehearsal. Most
w111 be conducted on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, with a final one
on the Sunday before the performance,
Lawrence Davidson, Metropolitan Opera bass and Artist- inresidence at the College, will
sing "Elijah", Other solo parts
for which Professor Platt now
is conducting auditions include
a soprano, alto, tenor, and a
little boy. ·
Professor Platt invites inquiries, He may be reached at
the C?llege.

Sculpture Show
Jacob Grossberg, sculptor and
graphic artist, is exhibiting
wor ks of his in the Little Gallery
of the College Center. Born in
the Polish Ukraine, Grossber g
began studying drawing 1n Warsaw at the age of four,
After corning to the United
States in 1941, he continued his
study of art, and attended the
Educational Alliance in New York
City, and the Art Students League,
where he studied drawing under
Reginald Marsh.
After serving with the Navy
and Marine Corps fr om 1950 to
1954, Grossberg entered Brooklyn College, with a major in
biology and chemistry, and 1958
received his Bachelor of Arts
degree.
Gros sber g exhibited graphics
and sculpture in the Brooklyn
Museum in 1958 and 1959; sculpture in the Corcoran Gallery in
Washington, graphics in the Library of Congress, sculpture in
the Brata Gallery, and sculpture and graphics at Teachers
College, Columbia Univers ity.

Co-ed
Regains Health

Miss Zuleik~ Mussi, former
exchange student to Newark State,
has reported in a letter to Miss
Joan Tallas that she will return
to college, in Brazil, in March.
illness forced Miss Mussi to
return to Brazil in January, aft.er
attending the college for the Fall
Semester. She was stricken with
arthritis when the weather
became cold, and was taken to the
hospital on Christmas Day, She
r emained in the hospital for three
weeks, at which time she returned
to Brazil.
Upon return. Miss 'Mu81i wu
made to remain in bed for two
months, but her condition hu
sufficiently improved for her to
resume her studies,
· According to the letter received by Miss Tallas, Mils
Muss! has been instructing a
friend in English. The letter
read, " l taught articles and pr-onouns. I don't know if she 11
going to learn but I have good
ideas.•• She sald that she is
continuing her own studies in
English grammar, "in order to
learn a little more,"
MENTAL HEALTH
(Cpntinued from Page l )
sented to elementary school
PTA's and dealth with the question of ' 'permissiveness versus
res triction".
"Tomorrow is a Day" was presented to high school and jun.tor
high school PTA's and dealth
with the story of a 15-year-old
girl who lacked confidence in ·
herself, Both plays were written
by Nora Sterling,
Members of the cast were
Shirley Sacher, Maryl Lobdell,
Judith Burst, Marie Sellitto, Bonnie Parker, Douglas Barr,
Darlene Donohue, Connie Catanzaro, Ruth Bethlehem, and Josephine Jackson.
The project was developed in
collaboration with the Union
County Association for Mental
Health,

Weekly Schedule
Tuesday,
3:30
7:30
7:30
8:00

March 14
Movie, "Metropolis"
P,M.
Chorus Rehearsal
P.M.
Wapalanne
P,M.
Fath.er-Daughter Square
P,M.
Dance (Pi Eta Sigma)
Newman Club
8:00 P,M.

Wednesday, March 15
3:00 P,M.
Staff Ass'n, Mtg,
4:00 P,M.
AdultEd.Directors
7:00 P,M.
Men 's Intramural
Basketball
7:30 P,M.
Star of David Club
Thursday, March 16
9 A.M.-3 P,M. Naval Air Res, Interviews
2:30 P.M.
c.c. u . N.
8:00 P.M.
Piano-ViolinSonata
Program
Friday, March 17
9 A.M.-3 P,M.

Naval Air Reserve
Interviews

Little Theater
ft

"

Sci. Auditorium
Main Din. Rm.
Mtgs,Rm.
Fae. Din. Rm.
Mtg1,Rm.
Gym
Mtgs,Rm.
Little Gallery
Little Theater
Little Theater

Little Gallery

Saturday, March 18
1:45 P.M.
Grad, Admissions
Exams

Room 116 Townsend

Monday, March 20
1:30 P.M.
1:30 P,M.
4:30 P,M.
7:00 P.M.
7:30 P,M.

Little Theater
Sci. Aud. 130
Mtgs. Rm,
Rec. Room
Mtgs.Room

N,J.;:.A. - All Srs,
Faculty Mtg.
Student Council
Bridge Lesson
Alei thian Club
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Newark State Ends Cage Season Squire Cheerleaders
Enter Competition

Trenton Bows To Squires 78-72
Newark State ended its 196061 basketball season last Friday
night at 11-11 with a 78-72 victory over Trenton State in a
home game. Stan Davis opened
the scoring with a basket, but
Trenton came right back on a
basket by Frank Cagnasola to tie
the score at 2-2. The first half
was formed in a shot for shot
battle until Trenton reeled off
six straight points to gain a 25-18
edge. They held on to this lead
for the rest of the half and were
up at its end by a 43- 37 scor e .
Trenton then scored the first
basket of the . second half for
their largest lead of the game,
nine points, before Mike Duffy
sank a set shot and Tom Kuc
followed with another basket to
cut the visitors lead. After trading baskets, Newark scored six
points to tie the score at 5252, then the lead changed hands

Wojciechowski
handle for two

flies off the

NEWARK STATE
NEW ARK State

PLAYER
Salley
Kuc
Davis
Duffy
Wojciechowski
Wilkes
Blazovic

F.G. F.T. PTS.
6· 8
20
24
6
12
5
11
3
0
10
5
4
2
8
0
4
2
0
1
1
24
30
78

TRENTON STATE

PLAYER
Cagnasola
Haberkern
Burns
Solomon
Miller
Ristow
Ritchie
Kraft
Nanny

Wilkes catches the net for
Squire marker.
seven times before Mike Duffy
scored another basket to give the
Squires a lead they never lost.
Tom Kuc then sank a basket and
two free throws to insure a
Squire victor y and offset two
baskets by J oe Haberkern for
Trenton. Newark scored its last
nine points on nine s traight free
throws which wrapped up the
Squires eleventh win and sent the
Trenton squad to its tenth loss
against eight wins. Tom Kuc,
Art Salley and Stan Davies were
high scorers for the Squires with
24, 20 and 11 points, while J oe
Haberkern and Frank Cagnosola each had 22 for the Trenton
Squad. 1n the J.V. game, the
Trenton squad moved to a 4432 halftime lead, the n opened up
to gain an easy 99-58 victory.
Try as they did the Trenton
J. V. team could not hit the desired 100 point a game score,
Doug Ucks and Rich Rumage
lead the Squires with 17 and 13
points, and Doug Pec ina added
another 10.

The Average
Run-Down
Final averages for var sity.
NAME
G
P
AV.
Salley
22 349 15.9
Kuc
17 304 17.8
Duffy
:H 273 13,0
Davis
21 189 9,0
Wilkes
22 186 8,6
Grau
18 69 3,8
Wojciechowski 17 62 3,6
Blazovic
16 46 2,8
Barrett
6 11
1.4
Belford
10
6 0,6
Ashworth
2
4
2,0
Sullivan
2
4
2.0
Pecina
5
4
0.8
Marinelli
5
4
0,8
Marcantino
2
3 1.5
Ucks
1
0 0.0
Record 11 W 11 L - ,500
Final averages for junior varsity

NAME
Marinelli
Belford
Barrett
Ashworth
Blazovic
Pecina

G
16
12
12
16
8
14

p
Av.
160 10.0
109 9,1
108 9.0
117 7,3
93 11.5
67 4,8

F .G. F.T. PTS.
9
4
22
10
2
22
3
1
7

3
1

0
3

6
5

l
1
3
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
5
29
14
7l
NEWARK STATE 30 for 44 on
foul line
TRENTON STATE 14 for 20 on
foul line
HALFTIME Trenton 42 Newark 37
Officials CITO. FOX

Heard From

Florida
Mr. Fred Coggin, Newark State
soccer coac h has announced that
during the first few weeks of
March he will enjoy the warm
sub-tropical climate of northern
Florida. The purpose of Mr.
Coggin's excursion is to attend
a soccer convention and then he
will go to direct a soccer clinic
for some of the high schools in
the north Florida area, Mr. Coggin will help promote high school
s occer in some of the other
states
of the South. Toe
convention Mr. Coggin will attend
is an annual meeting of all soccer referees to discuss new
rules and policies.
As soccer coach for Newark
State's initial soccer team Mr.
Coggin and the squad had fairly
successful season, one which
should improve with next year 's
soccer 's season. Coggin also
received an award for one of the
five best soccer referees in the
country.
Although the soccer
team and s tudent body cannot
be with Mr. Coggin in Florida
to enjoy this pleasant trip we
extend our best to you in your
endeavor to interest high schools
in F lorida in soccer.

We Recommend
Tubular metal garden furniture won't be s trewn all
over the yard by a gust of
wind if a thin mixture of
cement is poured into the
hollow, open legs.
Marcafltino
U cks
Rwnage
Sullivan
Gr·e cco
Hynes
Sauer
Adam
Liddy
Fasteau
Venes
Ludgren

9
12
7
13
l
3
9
1
4
2
1
10

68 7,6
38 3. 2
25 3.6
30 2,4
12 12.0
12 4,0
1,3
12
4 4.0
2 0.5
2 1.0
2
2,0
49 4.9

Record 3 W 15 L - .167

Arm length pays off for Kuc
in cage contest.

Squires In Review
This year Newark State
acquired a new basketball coach
in Mr. William LaRusso, an
alwnnus of Newark State, Under
him the team wound up by breaking even with an 11-11 record,
a good improvement over last
years 2-16 season. Art Salley
was the high scorer with 349
points, while Tom Kuc, a 6. 7
freshman had the highest
average, 304 points in 17 games
for a 17,8, The Squires highest
game was against Towsen, 95
points, while their lowest was
against Drew, 46 points, Toe
highest scored against Newark
was 99 points by Trenton State
in a double overtime game and
the lowest against Newark was 43
by Drew. The Squires averaged
63.9 points per game on 1404
points and their opposition
averaged 68,7 points on 1514
points, an average difference of
five points. Their closest game
was a 92-89 win over the Coast
Guard, while their largest gap
was an 89-57 loss to Jersey City
State, the best small college
basketball team in New J ersey,
The prospects for next year seem
good since the team is loosing
only one player, Art Salley. The
high game scorer for this season
was Art Salley with :l8 points
against Rutgers, Newark, while
Fred Arnold was high scorer
against the Squires with 32
points for Towson. The J.V.
t eam s howed only a s light
improvement over the 59-60 season coming up with a 3 and 15
record but it did show up some
good prospects for next years
varsity team, main1y Carl Marinelli, Milton Belford, Gene
Barrett, and Bob Ashworth. Gene
Barrett was high scorer for one
game with 22 points against
Paterson State, while Butterfield
of J ersey City State was high
agains t the Squires with 30 points.

Letters
(Continued from Page 3)
specialist in generalizing.
As for the aura of superiority
that is generated by the secondary
m ajor, it is my opinion that the
G. E. majors have projected
their own sense of inadequacy into
what was once a friendly, natural
r ivairy. Even a general survey
of history will show that minority
groups have been persecuted
throughout the ages, Secondary
majors at Newark St ate are a
minority of masters among a
majority of glorified nose wipers
and hall monitors.
And so I close this letter as
my G. E. friends are learning to
become good mothers
and
fathers, and I and the other
secondary majors are becoming
the best damned ditch diggers
you've ever seen (according to
Mr. Fink).
Sincerely,
J oan BurreU. '63

Although the Squire basket ball
season has ended, the Newark
State cheering squad can s till be
found prac ticing in the gym.
Having performed at the basketball games for the Squires and
fans they now turn their attention
toward a new goal.
Kathy Lynch has informed this
reporter that she and her squad
will participate in the Intercollegiate Cheerleading Competition to be held April 15, at
Ohio Field, University Heights .
This is the second competition
of its kind sponsored by the
Under-graduate Organization of
New York University. Toe organization
h as invited all
metropolitan
colleges
a nd
universities to participate. The
U. A. O. will arrange for the
selection of pr ominent people
in-and-around New York City to
be the judges.
The competition will begin
about 9:30 a,m. and run to 4
in the afternoon, The Squire
cheerleaders will be entering the
female cheerleading event, which
is one of five similiar events
being held, Other events include
male cheerleading, mixed cheerleading, baton - twir Jing,
and
dance formation. Each squad is
expected to perform four cheers;
a team c heer, school cheer,
fight c heer, and an original cheer
made up by the squad, Respective
squads have a minute in which
to complete eac h cheer.
All
participants in the competition
will be judged on a point system
set-up by U.A.O.
Spirit and
precision are pointed 7 points •
each;
Five points will be
awarded to originality of the
cheer and formation, and
appearance and over-all present ation will receive three points
respective ly,
A total of 100
points is possible; 25 for every
c heer.
Trophies will be awarded to

the winners of the competition
and favors will be given to all
participants, The winner of the
female c heerleading division will
take the revolving trophy back to
its school for one year.
On the agenda for the day are
two seminars to benefit the col1 e g es and universitiesinthe
metropolitan area. The seminars
which are to be held after the
competition and present ation
of awards will be attended by
Miss Nettie Smith, the advisor
to the cheering squad and a
Newark State s t udent. Miss
Smith is attending the administrative seminar which will
cover publicity, public relations,
special events, the executive
branch, and ot her supplementary
functions of the s tudent athletic
organization. The other seminar
will discuss practice sessions for
cheering, cheer formation, and
t raining.
During the basketball season
t he Newark St ate cheer leaders

Adam Scares 28
for Jun iar 1
Frank Adam went on to score
28 points in the intramurals on
Wednesday night, Marc h l to ensure the Junior I team an easy
victory. This game proved to
be the top one as the Juniors
t allied 71 points to the Freshmen I team's 33, With Adam hot
on baskets the Juniors moved into
a quick 28-14 half-time lead,
Toe game was never in doubt
as the Juniors reeled off ten
straight points to start the second
half, Toe Freshmen then hit on
six points four made by Fred
Schwn, but the upperclassmen
hit for six more points to rapup the game,
Adam led all
scorers with 28 points netting
12 baskets and four of eleven
free throws.
Carmen Venes
of the J unior squad added eleven
baskets and a free throw to the
Junior cause. Schwn led the
Frosh with ten markers, while
Mike Porcello had an off night,
scoring only three pol..ijts.
In other intra-mural competition Junior II beat Junior III
in a 1-0 forfeit,

nave demonstrated the precision
and grace which is necessary
t o make an excellent squad. Their
spirit and vigor at the g ames
presents t o the Squire fans the
willingness for hard work and
long hours to make each cheer
perfect. Tb e attractive appearance of this year's squad
is another asset which has meant
a successful cheering season. All
these qualities and more go with
them as they endeavor to bring
honor to themselves and to the
college they cheered onto victory.
Good luck girls: bring home the
t rophy.

Women Alumni
Hold Playday Today
The annual Alumni basketball
playday between undergraduate
women and graduate women will
be held today, March 14 at4p.m,
in the gym.
All women who
have participated in the WRA
basketball club on Tuesdays and
Thursdays are invited t o participate in the festivities . Those
women who could not make
basketball on either of these days
may participate if they wish to
and the WRA hopes to see more
t han just the usual faces there.
In the course of events the Alumni
and undergraduate participants
will enjoy a social hour and refreshmen t s following th e
competition . Even if you are not
participating in t he act u al
playing, it would be nice to see
the rest of the student body, both
men and women come out this
afternoon and cheer their team
on to victory.
In the past the men have always
had a reasonable goc,d turnout
for their Alumni g ame and the
number of spectators has been
increasing with the move to the
new campus and the increased
size of the gymnasium. Even
more exciting is the women's
game in which many time the
Graduates are in better form
than the s tudents. The Women
Alumni always look forward to
this event for it given them an
opportunity t o renew old friendships and to learn all the news
on what's happening at Newark
State nowadays. U you have not
signed up for this event, please
contac t any member of t he
Women's Physical Education
Depart ment or a WRA officer
before 4 p. m, today.

Gym Time
Last week we found ourselves
in the gym admist trampolines,
modern dance, badminton, and
volleyball, not to mention the
illustrious fencing foil. Toe
latter sport is an afternoon
activity, the others were all
taking place during the freshmen
and sophomore gym classes. We
t urn our attention to more serious
matters this week as we venture
to discuss the campus ac tivities
that are held every week in the
gym from 3:30on. As we examine
the scene let us look at the
array of activities meeting at one
time and many times in one place,
On Tuesdays for example the
Modern Dance Club dressed in the
black garb which identifies them
so well approaches the dance
studio.
They are confronted
with the fen cing club who has
also
been scheduled for this
time, Now what may we assume
about this situation? We will
say that both activities were
scheduled for the same place by
mistake or do we s ense the
obvious reason for this conflict:
the gym simply soes not have the
facilities to house all these
people. There are not enough
small rooms where the Dance
Club and the fencers can meet
and work-out, Another observer
will say that this conflict can
be eliminated if one or the other
activity is dropped, This is not
the answer. Toe answer lies
in the construction very soon if
not earlier of an addition to the
gym, Toe conflict which arises
between t he fencers and the
dancers is not peculiar to them
alone.

